September 2017

Dear Music Teachers,

Once again Eastman Pathways is looking for ways to help you promote your music program and help enrich what you are giving students each day. We are happy to continue the **INSTRUMENTAL WORKSHOPS OR SECTIONALS FOR RCSD MUSIC STUDENTS AND TEACHERS**. This is open to all schools regardless of whether you currently have any Pathways students or not.

**WHAT:** ECMS faculty present Instrumental and vocal workshops (Individual instrument - flute, violin etc., or group – brass section, chorus)

**WHEN:** During your school ensemble or lesson periods

**WHERE:** Your RCSD school building

**WHY:** To enrich RCSD music students school lessons with an opportunity to receive new ideas on playing their instrument in ensembles from a specialist on that instrument or instrumental family.

**COST:** There would be no cost to the school. You just provide the students, the time and the place, and our ECMS teachers will do the rest.

**IF YOU ARE INTERESTED**
Please contact Jan Angus, Coordinator of Eastman Pathways
274-1960
jangus@esm.rochester.edu